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Manufacturng Rotating Machinery and Rolling Equipment
-backed by the Most Advanced Equipment, Facilities and
a Wealth of Technology - Our Way of Contribution to the
Development of Society
As one of the very few giant precision machinery plants in Japan and for that
matter in the world, the Yokohama Machinery Works hia a number of outstanding
equipment and facilities Including large-scale advanced machine tools, CNC
machine toos, assembly lest rn pits for roling machines and large machinre
tet run Iallee for oatin machinery and a lage-scale balancing machine with
a vacuum chanbw for various kinds of roto and giant ... o2 r overhead
travellig crares Supported by high-evel technology and know-how acmmiated
over many yewr, the Woks provides a wrie varlety of large precision machinery
to the s , tnon-f s memtals, e nd plastc idustrs.
The machinery mauftctued here le shiped sll over Japan and the wor to meio
production faiis In order to mee the Industrial needs of many wntrMs.
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Research & Development Division Is Involved In technical
development In a variety of areas from basic research to
commercial development and manages the planning and
control of technology thoughout the company.
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The first-clssm newbuilding and repairing yard In the world O "*w 8
Total am: ampprx. 3W8.000 ml

that you can fully trust through Its superior technolMgy,high Covemd ae: appx. 16,000 ms
productiVit and quality.
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Cutting-edge technology and state-of-the-art facilities are
used to manufacture turbine equipment that boasts high
productivity and superior quality.

vika 81=
Produact onpme: approsr M3,0 mt

- TOSHIBA IHI Power Systems Corporation was established on January 17,
2011 as a joint ventum between IHI and Toshiba. it Is located within the
Yokohama Machinery Works, where It works on the manufacture of low
pressure bwmutew casings and high pressme to low pressure nozzles, etc.,
for steam thbine devices for power plants.

- In order to effectively manufacture large casings and stationary turbine
nozmles, cutting-edge manufacturing technology (remote monitored nrow
gap welding, 3D CAD/CAM, etc.), global state-of-the-art facilities large
ned n tools aeer processing machines, etc., and eqpert silds (for wedng
machining and *iihng) we mused.
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* Acces to Yokohama office
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IHI and its
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the local community In a
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Our Professional Welders
Are Honing Their Skills to
Become World-Class Welders
In this era of automation, we firmly cling to
workmen's skills and manufacturing that
makes our customers feel reassured
h =cminingShutn, W vnada t is uqxmhit ffOrMpb zdaans
and Wbeen =wuawud Ia~n' of btlum~ ofihilemidainins g jpgum,
ywmig vWdkus = ytryn hed f m dllearn dft fam vowsieldin and vaeman
mi~dervar aiming tbrlivd-chu ew~algdil..

0

T1Aiar r k a~ Vpmi crc
'Yt~ww Pudm&OhmnbdOanyqcrw~tfts

A day at the technical training center
IHUM Yak Nuclear & Chamncal Compomuta Works
produces rudw and chamical plant equpaw as its core

produt.. Wsi plat ia a wwitdvladlng tfcw y dwa accols
at producing; larg pmate vans with wail thic•€ snes
of over 200mm and mmsses of ovr 2 000 tam, and has
been ofibing hlgb-qualy equipment boib domsteically and

2 IHI Enghmsrh4 Revia We). 4S No. A ffff
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ovrseas for over 40 yean.
unto's welders, who have the most advanced skills, am

essetial in producing thm products. Le's take a look at
hw they train.

New employee
I joked 11 in April, and now it passed two monltA I have
beow taki sft trainin, lding training. and other
training courses, been paid to do so, and em begiSning to
fbel Ie. lIeS a student Ind mare No a prodI ve member
of cty. Recentl, have bee making sparks fly fra
morning to night to set certified as a welder through
jis (Japanese industrial Standards), which is the Mrt
quabiflcutkm I an rotpthad to acquime. Taft~ I lad a sc*ualW
in the ;pres rF of my b urI Ind 111F I IA ders. VWAh
thrk sippot mad encourgehent, I am working lrd to keep
my part of the promise I made with dte 10 Mlow trainees

who joined tdis ompaany the sme yam k promised each
odw d we ud dl obtin ieqalifcatin.

I heard that last year, new employees performed cold
water achutons; in a waterfall at their training camp. This
year's new employees am looking forward to joining the
training camp, hoping to bond and deepen our sense of

MiM-level welder
wkding for actual proucts requires nnny advanced skills,
some of which cannot be leaned fr'on ta•toks. Befor
such welding. having a let of practice to bnr up nmy skills
is important. I practiced welding special materials, bent
joints and welding in a smll space over and over asgin and
now I em becoming more and more confident dot I can
weld anythinr

Young welder who easaed a welding skins contst
Last year, I won an excellence award at Kanagawa
Prefecture's welding skills confest, but was far from
winning first place. I sore to myself that I would entea
the coanst asgin. For the second year in a row I have
qualfifed to enter the prefectural coated. No, I'm trying
hard to ovarcone my weaknesses to win rust place in the
prefectural contest and then dte national welding skills
contest. T em confident and look forward to the contests.

Instructor (Vfsama)
VIAders of different levels each with thei own goals visit
this t#rnng crnter. I on alwas thinking about how I, as a
veteran weder, can pass my sills down to these welders. In
order to do so, I always try to understand dtir pesonalities
and habits and provide training appropriate to each
inividuaL

I coached a young welder who had difficulty welding in
mull spaes. I was able to experienc the djoy only a teacher
knows when I head he - the qualification tet.

NsWjAWAAI Wriwe~ANm VMS quMOOwsi*MM Iarnssiqme

I-I Erlns~rtnB Review VOL. 46 No. S 1018 a
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their heart's content, without waruryng about heat srobe.
In addition, fthy are Uzd to th101oug110y pracSc 5S (SSWl
(tdiness), Seitox (orderliness), Sebo (sweep), Selkau
(cleanliness), mhtruk (discipline)) to keep the tranin
aaviroament tidy and clean so that they can concentrate on
their training.
(I) Enhancing customer trust with improved welding

quality
Providing various kinds of training and tangible and

intangible stqport ie== improving the QCD (Quality,
Cost, Delivery) of the final product. Th primary goal
of our training and mpport iuto reduce the defecd rate
throughi qualification training, special pre-training. and
feedbak on defects, in order to stabilize schedule and
cost and obtain cutomer rust.

Special pre-training is provided for sharing lessons
learned and know-how is provided for carrying out
welding work that welders typically have difficulty with
to prevent problems with similar typM of wedingt

This center arranges training to prepare for never-
before-seen welding work in order to contribute to
inyroving product quity and codomer atdkcon.

(2) Continually developing the best welders in Japan
Over the past 15 yews, this plant has won first place

at the national welding skills contest nine times and
second place three times. In addition, this plant won
firs plac in the category of thick plat at the national
bo'ler welding coatest in 2012 and won the Midster of
Health, Lehour and Wafm Award. The resulti for this
year (2013) we out with the plant winning fir plie in
the two categories of thick pltes and medium plates at
the same national boiler welding contes. In addition,
this plant won first place at Kanagawa Prefecture's
welding skills contes, which means this plant has won
first piace three times i one yam Mb will keep triving
to establish the reputation of IM weldes as "The bes
welders in Japen.

(3) Keeping the new employee retention mae high
To be honest, welding is hard workc. In new amployee

training, new employees are given guidance from
veteran welders to develop various skills, so they can
sense their own growth everyday even though the
training is tough. This helps develop a feeling of unity
among those who joined the company at the sane time

•ujm*6~p~

VAMWSuNwe -cutg avuawdwwaf

Goals of this technical training center
This techmical training center, where these welders are
trainin, was opened in a new building lat year. It was
made independent fron oter orgifratlons in 2011 and ha
iftowns f.

This tedmical training center provides various tralnings
as described below, with th aim of develping welders,
imroving- welding tehnlog, and improving welded
P o hi•t " Theo cunter pvides every frm of spport
to achimev this aim. Po eample* tai conditioners were
provided at the training site so that weldas can practice to

k~1

DIOSM fornutd
wanilmd* aty"o
pmowand ~qa ~~mlats wdd~. dull.
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and it helps keep the retention rate of these highly
iledw uodeaki hIg

(4) Dreloping ote technicians ,ad enginem
In Yokohama Nuclear & Chemical Components

Woats, welding is the most important "il but other
skilbl me also feqped to ensne produt qualft. One
of the tranings this technical t aini center provides
is training for national qualification for machining

mI a=s In addition, dis centa provides education
on welding angineing and ASME (Anmican Society
of Mecanical Engineers) standards for megineers for
welding tedinola" which constitutes the bandatlon of
the skills ued one--te

To meet Increusingly diversified needs
This nw training cnter has jut been establisad, but is
aleady dvveloping highly skilled wddm with its aodllnt
training. Yokohama Nuclear & Chemical Components
Works plans to expand as poduct lneup, and thereso.e,
tbis training center will wort to respond to incasiny
divatofed needs.

By integrating training on machiing and measremen
with the training on welding, this training center will
become a comprehesive training centr In the Yokomanu
are for InL

The need to improve the skills of local welders is

Iam mnu an of Whl I smn fandl d I gu dthud with
an Wm de em m Wings of we•td Was M&ti lih mid
loud sns with mough hint to ta bom yet I wis Me to

Hofi the Wrh whkch containu dhe weld•ig eseode
with ma tl hand pull do ik oveYibnebd to ploI
nW wsi~n fi O trisli weldtn ame but I can on noilif but

p-* bba&k dI 11 I woader whhew te wold of waldiag
eists in suc dmknm. The thought fib ine with anxiste
The nmonts touch the electrode tohe r*ha plsk a* a
smanl wo mro d ft cam ta point ihts up with th Vlgt
of di welding am. The twre vbtesw and maim a acking
soundt -oit tis V. Wlt' My Im e tUn bnto remlity
in an imu--aw. Holding niy breath, I oonmutse my pm at
the tip of the ebctriode but It move andonly fonning a
ziJaxa d line Onl a make

¶inmL.!" I dm't We any hemat or smell ating ftm die
mdtnt electuda. "Am&AW I aperncd this in a virtual
Vrd Created by the welding technical trainhig rcnterh
virtual traini•g system, which does not raque theo u of
preteci equfincw maclm work clotes, gloves, or hI ds
Aymosiy -,e y - weldingijuit ate, wmm

Why don't you try it when you visit our pluir

increasing, especially because of increasing orders for
overseas plants. We will expand our business overseas
through globalized training by accepting more trainee
welders frotm other countries.

soOQDDUE@ QDD
haqunier~

Technical Duinng Cofte
Yokohama Nuclea and
Chemical -O ON
Waft fIM Cawporston
Plione: +81-45-759-2646
Fax: +81-45-759-2649
Websate wwwhLoojphaV

IHI Englnsaflna Review Vol. d* No. & IM I98



Background

In Japan, safety regulation on nuclear facilities does

not require sound off-site emergency plans. But there

are some opinions to involve the off-site plan as a legal

requirement.

Fact-finding

* Is there any legal framework in which NRC order the

suspension of operation/restart simply because Of

* poor off-site plan, even though all of other

•0kL regulatory requirements are satisfied?

How should the operators be strained or restricted

on their plant operation where off-site plan is not

exercised biennially against the regulations? -

* How does NRC evaluate the off-site plan and

exercise? Are there any quantitative and/or tangible

standard or guidelines to refer?

A At).CI f.A 9 I
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Dapum, Marc

From: Dapas, Marc
Sent Wednesday, Apdi09,2014 8:30 AM
To: Johnson, Michael
cc Rosales-Cooper, Cindy
Subject FW OPA Edited 1-pagers plus working Intro.dooc
Attachments: JapanTdoip.one..pager-reviseddocx

I revised the write up (attached) to Incorporate your point. Thanks.

From: Dap Momarc
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 6:51 AM
To: Johnson, Michael
Subject Re: OPA Edited 1-pagers plus working Ino.dooc

That's a good point, will revise the write up to Include it and resend. Thanks.
Marc Dapas
Sent from NRC Blackberry

From: Johnson, Michael
Srit: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 06:26 AM
To: Depes, Marc
CC Rosals-Cooper, tndy
Subject: RE: OPA Edited 1-pager plus working Into.dooc

Thanks Marc. Looks good. Minor question/comment. My Impression was that the difficulty (associated with
not having knowledge or skills) cost them valuable time and limited the effectiveness of some activities. Do
you recollect as well? If so, can you make that point as well?

Mike

From: Dapes, Marc
Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 2014 9:44 PM
To: Johnson, Michael
Cc: Rosales-Cooper, Cindy
Subject: RE: OPA Edited 1-pagers plus working Intro.dooc

Mike, I revised my writeup In an attempt to address your observation while still capturing the essence of the
Impact the discussions with our Japanese counterparts/direct observations had on me. I do think I need to
make some reference to the Importance of being 'prepared for the unexpected" In providing context for the key
message that we do not have any significant gaps in the approach we are exercising here In the U.S. Hope I
struck the right balance and welcome your thoughts. Thanks.

From: Johnson, Michael
Sent Saturday, April 05, 2014 9:08 PM
To: Dean, Bill; Mcee, Victor; Dapas, Marc; Pederson, Cynthla; Leeds, Eric; Wiggins, Jim; Tracy, Glenn; Skeen, David;
Flanders, Scott West, Steven; Rosales-Cooper, Cndy; Hannah, Roger;, Foggle, Kirk
Subject: FW: OPA Edited 1-pagers plus working Intro.daoc

Hi Everyone. The attached Is the latest veslon of the 1 pagers plus Intro materials.

I
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Thanks for taking the time to pull together your thoughts. I find each to be Insightful and well written.

As! read the complete collection of pagers, I am a little concerned that there is considerable overlap In some areas and
on some messages and otherareas aren't touched at all. Ofcourse, it Is Pe d that we would hame similar
perspectIves and Insights given our common backgrounds and experences, and thus a certain amount of owerlap is
unavoidable. But I think we want to avold o'eatlng a document that appears repetitive.

I ask that you spend a few minutes and read the complete collection of 1 pagers.

I think one thing we might do Is minimize detailed discussion of the 3 messages In each of our writeups and focus
pI*arily on related areas or supporting topis. Many of these came out In our discussions on Saturday in 3apan
and were assigned to you based on the points you raised. Please look at your Individual writeup and revise It If needed
(some are fine as Is).

Also, I have a few spedfcc suggestions In order to broaden the topics covered.

Ondy - would you add further discussion regarding your point that (Ilcensees, Industry, NRC) must act to pevent and
prepare to mitigate. You cover well what will happen If we dont.

Vic - please expand your messages regarding exercising appropriate vigilance. Also, would you ouch on the thought that
we should not rely on personal heroism. I think you felt strongly about this and It Is a strong message.

Steve - can you tal about the Importance of Improving the International body of knowledge based through research
and capturing OE. We will continue to learn not just as we get greater Insights Into what happened and why, but also as
the 3apanese deal with waste water Issues, et

Dave - you and Kirk have the best perspectIves regarding progress made by the .apanese over the 3 years. You also
have the best real-time knowledge about current challenges. Please touch on those topics.

All - please endeavor to keep your writeups to no more than 2 pages.

I know we are all very busy, but given the Importance of the product and the Investment made to date, I ask that we go
a litle further.

Please send In your mrvisons by the end of this coning week.

Thanks In advancel

Mike

From: Roales-Cooper, Ondy
Sent Friday, April 04, 2014 5:45 PM
To: Johnson, MIchael
Suject: OPA Edited 1-pagers plus worldng Intra.docx

Here Is the entire document. The Intro reflects your and Bill Dean's edits and the I pagers reflect OPA edits.
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The trip to Japan In February was a remarkable experience for me. It was highly Informative
and particularly rewarding In terms of the Insights provided by our Japanese counterparts with
respect to the Impact of the East Japan Earthquake and associated tsunami on the FukushIme
sites, the significant safety measures being put In place at all of the operating reactor sites, the
tremendous recovery efforts underway to dean up the land contamination from the FukushIma
accident, and the country's revised regulatory structure. Of particular note, the description by
the various TEPCO operators and site management directly Involved In the event response to
the East Japan EarthquakewTsunami at both Fukushlma Dalni and Dallchl, was compelling In
terms of the almost unimaginable challenges faced by TEPCO In trying to prevent core damage
to the associated reactors.

Many of the Insights derived from our discussions with the various TEPCO employees,
Japanese regulators, and Industry/vendor representatives ware reinforced by our direct
observations. Even though It has been three years since the East Japan Earthquake occurred,
the extent of devastation caused by that earthquake and resulting tsunami Is dearly
visible. Driving through the surrounding towns of Tomloka and Naraha, one of which had been
a vibrant seaside village and resort community, we saw countless houses and businesses that
had been reduced to mere rubble, evidence of large landslides and uprooted trees, and as a
result of the extensive ongoing land decontamination efforts, huge piles of top soil cleared from
fields under large green tarp., police enforcing access restrictions at various checkpoints, and
numerous workers wearing protective clothing to prevent personal contamination. For me, one
of the more string visuals, was a roadside caf6 where I could still see coffee cups and plates
on the counter, almost as If people were In the midst of having breakfast or lunch when they had
to got up and evacuate due to the natural dleaster and associated radioactive releases from the
plant. ,

I was also struck by the resiliency and perseverance of the TEPCO operators, shift
management, and emergency response center staff In responding to the Fukushima accident
despite daunting challenges, the almost continual setbacks encountered, the risk of personal
Injury/death In dealing with the extreme plant conditions, and their not knowing for weeks If their
families were safe. Hearing these TEPCO employees describe what they faced, and then
getting to see the actual physical configuration of equipment at the Fukushima sites, left an
Indelible Impression on me regarding the Importance of being prepared for the unexpected. In
that context, I considered what safety measures/enhancements the NRC has required of the
U.S. Industry, In terms of both accident prevention and mitigation, In follow up to the
recommendations of the Near-Term Task Force that was chartered to Identify lessons-learned
from the Fukushima accident. I concluded from what I saw and heard, that we do not have any
significant gaps In the approach we are exercising here In the U.S. to ensure both the regulator
and the Industry are prepared for the unexpected. The key In my view Is to ensure that these
safety measures are rigorously Implemented and maintained.

Another important lessons-learned shared with us by TEPCO relates to over-reliance on
contractors. The extensive use of contractors by TEPCO to accomplish work activities
presented an unanticipated challenge In that after contrators had been directed to evacuate the
site, the remaining onsite staff did not possess the knowledge or skills to accomplish critical
recovery actions. These Included InstallIng/connecting Instrumentation and temporary power
supplies, terminating cable ends, and operating fire trucks/portable equipment. This previously
unrecognized lack of skills by the onslte staff limited the effectiveness of some recovery actions
such that alternative approaches had to be pursued, all of which cost TEPCO valuable time in
responding to the accident This lessons-learned underscores the Importance of ensuring event



response staff have the requisite skills to complete required actions In a timely manner to
ensure the public health and safety Is not put In jeopardy.



Reactor and Preparedness Programs adership Team
Visit to Japan and ut e

Trayelers; Michael Johnson, Eric Leeds, Glenn Tracy, James Wiggins, Bill Dean, Victor
Mc•.ee Cinrdy Pederson, Marc Dapas, Steve West, Scott Flanders, David Skeen, Roger
Hafifiýh Cindy Rosales-Cooper, and Kirk Foggie.

F Outside of Scope

Dates: Feb 15-9R 21014- Jance

IOutside of Scope

Purpose: Japan: To provide an opportunity for the Senior Leadership of the Reactor and
Preparedness programs to gain first-hand experiences and insights into the events that led up
to accident and the actions taken by the operators at the Fukushima sites.

Outside of Scope

Japan:
The Senior Leadership Team's visit to Japan was successful and desired outcomes were
accomplished. The team brought back many lessons and insights from this trip which will be
shared with the staff over the next few weeks through written material and video. One of the key
insights gained as a result of the visit to Japan focuses on the need to ensure that the nuclear
industry and the NRC are prepared for the unexpected.

The Team returned home with a greater resolve to ensure that licensees fully implement,
maintain, and appropriately exercise the measures that will be put in place associated with the
post-Fukushima actions directed by the NRC. As a result of the visit to Japan, the team also
developed a greater appreciation of the importance of making sure that licensees have a deep
understanding of their plants and that both NRC and the industry maintain technical expertise.

In Japan, the Senior Leadership team had a full week of site visits and meetings that included
visits to the seven-unit Kashiwazaki Kariwa site (on the west side of the island and which had
suffered a very large earthquake in 2007); the four-unit Fukushima Daini site; the six-unit
Fukushima Daiichi site; the recently created Japanese Nuclear Regulation Authority (our
counterpart agency); the newly created Japanese Nuclear Safety Institute (JANSI), which is
modeled after the U.S. industry's Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO); the Tokyo
Electric Power Company (TEPCO) headquarters office; JNES (which will be Incorporated into
JNRA as their Office of Research); and three manufacturing sites In the Yokohama area,
Toshiba, IHI, and Keihin.

The Senior Leadership Team committed to capturing the key messages and insights from this
visit in written 1-2 page documents that will be published in a NUREG as well as in a Knowledge
Management video and seminar to be rolled out to the NRC staff in April 2014.



The Team also committed to following up on requests from the JNRA for interactions on

technical topics of interest, such as regulatory applications for PRA, and to pursuing the

exchange of resident inspectors between the NRC and JNRA.

Attached to this Trip Report are the individual reflective messages from the Senior Leadership

Team. These messages are part of the agency official trip report for this visit.



From: Michael Johnson
Subject: Back From Japanli

I recently had the opportunity to visit Japan with the leadership of the reactor and preparedness programs
of the agency which included the 4 Regional Administrators: Bill Dean, Victor McCree, Cindy Pederson,
and Marc Dapas; Eric Leeds, Director of NRR; Glenn Tracy, Director of NRO; Jim Wiggins, Director of
NSIR; Steven West, Deputy Director of RES; Scott Flanders, Director of NRO/DSEA; and David Skeen,
Director of NRR/JLD. This was an extremely significant and timely visit for this team of senior managers
as it provided an opportunity for us to gain first-hand experiences and insights into the events that led up
to accident and the actions taken by the operators at the Fukushima sites. The visit was also precedent
setting In that it was the first time the entire contingent of agency senior managers responsible for the
operating reactor program travelled together to a foreign country. We were supported by EDO, OIP, and
OPA staff.

We brought back many lessons and Insights from this trip and many of these the team and I will share
with the staff over the next few weeks through written matedal and video. One of the key insights that we
gained as a result of this visit Is that we have to assure that the nuclear Industry and the NRC are
prepared for the unexpected. While we recognized the importance of this within days of the accident, the
experiences and insights gained on this trip reemphasized its significance. For me, insights from first-
hand discussions with both the Dalichi and Daini control room operators gave me greater appreciation of
the Importance of installed equipment at plants in addition to portable equipment and mitigating
strategies.

Webalso returned home with a greater resolve to ensure that our licensees fully Implement, maintain, and
p•p'jrqpriateIy exercise the measures that will be put in place associated with the post-Fukushima actions

diiected by the NRC. Finally, we have a greater appreciation of the importance of making sure that
licensees have a deep understanding of their plants and that both NRC and the industry maintain

technical expertise.

We had a full week of site visits and meetings that included visits to the seven-unit Kashiwazaki Kariwa
site (on the west side of the island and which had suffered a very large earthquake In 2007); the four-unit
Fukushima Daini site; the six-unit Fukushlma Daiichi site; the recently created Japanese Nuclear

Regulation Authority (our counterpart agency); the newly created Japanese Nuclear Safety Institute
(JANSI), which is modeled after the U.S. Industry's Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO); the
Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) headquarters office; JNES (which will be incorporated Into
Ji4RA as their Office of Research); and three manufacturing sites in the Yokohama area, Toshiba, IHI,
and Keihin.

I had many impactful interactions while in Japan, but the most moving experience was hearing the
personal accounts of operators and managers who were at Daiichi and Dalni during the tsunami and
subsequent core melt accident. The personal accounts of these operators were gut wrenching yet
inspiring as I listened to how many of them worked for days without sleep or without knowing if their
families were safe. I return home knowing that the Japanese operators at Dalichi are heroes who showed
immense character in their efforts to save the units at the site despite the situation and conditions they
were dealt. There are still concrete reminders of the destruction caused by the tsunami and earthquake.
And although many of these areas won't be inhabitable for almost 30 years because of contamination, I

am still very inspired by the progress made in the Fukushima prefecture and the resilience of that
community.



I was also very Impressed with the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa (KK).site where TEPCO has nearly completed
Implementing numerous defense in depth measures to fully secure the site, including the construction of
massive sea walls and embankments to protect against a tsunami; installation of two containment filtering
systems (one underground); acquisition of a massive fleet of fire trucks, emergency power vehicles and
heavy equipment; and the construction of a huge reservoir high above the plants that can provide water
via gravity drainage. Even though the KK site may be the safest plant on earth as a result of these
additional measures, the loss of public confidence and trust In the industry and the regulator makes it
unclear that they will ever operate again.

We were able to share some key vendor oversight messages at the three Toshiba and IHI facilitles that
are manufacturing components for the Vogtie and Summer sites; and was equally impressed with some
of the technologies Toshiba created for use in the clean-up of the Dailchi site.

I look forward to discussing the visit In an upcoming staff meeting and will share pictures when they are
available.

From: Eric Leeds
Subject: Have I Got News For You - Feb 24, 2014

Last week I traveled to Japan with a group of senior NRC executives, including all four RAs, the ODs for
NRO and NSIR, our DEDO, Dave Skeen, Scott Flanders, and others. We spent an extremely busy~week
meeting with representatives from various Japanese organizations involved in nuclear activities, as well
as touring the Kashlwazaki Kariwa, Fukushima Dalni and Fukushima Dal-ichi nuclear power plants. At
the end of almost everyday, we took time to reflect, to discuss what we learned, and to record our
thoughts. We are preparing a record of our Insights that will Include pictures and film from the trip that we
will share with the staff when It's complete. But, in the meantime, I want to provide you with a few
personal Insights from what I found to be a profound experience. In this HIGNFY, I will focus my remarks
specifically on the accident and its aftermath, although there were learnings from all the week's activities.

On the bus ride to the Fukushima Dai-ichl NPP, the site of the accident, we passed through the town of
Tomioka, about 7 to 10 km south of the site. Before the accident, Tomioka had been a vibrant seaside
Village of approximately 16,000 residents. It was a resort town, with its own train stop, beachfront,
restaurants, hotels, etc. The town is now empty, uninhabitable because of radiological contamination
(about I microslevert an hour). There are nb Inhabitants, no electricity, no running water. The dam-age
caused by the earthquake and tsunami remains. Those who had lived in the town are now-allowed.to
enter to visit their homes, but they can't stay ovemight. The authorities are currently decontaminating the
town and plan to have It Inhabitable in about 3 years. Thinking about the people who, for all this time,
have lost their homes, lost their jobs, and lost their community causes me great emotional pain. For me,
a career safety regulator, the feeling is very personal.

When we reached the site, we boarded a different bus, a bus prepared for a contaminated site, with
plastic herculite covering the seats and more plastic and duct tape covering the floor. We donned a full
set of anti-contamination clothing, shoe covers, and respirators. There are about 250 cars, trucks, and
buses on site, ferrying a site workforce of about 4,000 workers. As we passed workers at the site and in
other vehicles, it struck me that everyone was wearing full anti-Cs, respirators, and helmets. It left me
with an eerie feeling, like I was in a science fiction movie.



We toured the site, often leaving the bus to see specific site areas. Recall that there are six reactors on
the site, with Units 1, 2, and 3 having damaged cores. While a great deal of work has already been
accomplished, much of the damage from the earthquake and tsunami remains, if only pushed to the side.
Broken buildings, twisted metal, crushed concrete and smashed vehicles still litter the site. TEPCO is
currently moving the spent fuel from the Unit 4 spent fuel pool to the common pool for the site, and we
toured both pools. We went inside the Unit 5 containment to see where the valves were that the
operators had tried to open to cool the torus. I tried to picture the challenge that the operators faced,
going into this confined area in pitch black, the heat stifling, the dose rate steadily Increasing, looking for
the valves they'd have to operate manually. The descriptions of the accident from the operators who
rived through the ordeal will stay with me forever. Many of them .truly believed they were going to die.
They had no idea if their families survived the tsunami or where their families were. Yet they stayed and
fought the accident. They were incredibly courageous.

I am more convinced than ever that the Fukushima lessons learned that we are requiring the industry to
implement are critical to ensure an accident like the one at Fukushima doesn't happen here. We have to
ensure that the licensees fully implement, maintain, and exercise the Fukushima lessons learned. We
have to make sure the licensees prepare their facilities and are ready to confront the unexpected. We
are the ones who are accountable to and responsible for protecting the American public. Its our Job. For
me, it's personal. It's what I'm here to do.

I'd like to specifically thank Kirk Foggie (OIP), Cindy Rosales-Cooper (OEDO), Roger Hannah (RII OPA),
and Mary Carter (OIP) for arranging all the logistics, shepherding us through this trip, making sure we
were at the right place at the right time and for all the work they did in-terms of general care and feeding
of our group. Kirk, Cindy, and Roger came with us to Japan, and they made sure this trip was a success.
I'll never forget this trip, and they made it happen. They did an outstanding job.

From: Glenn Tracy
Subject: message from Glenn

I want to share the Insights from my travels in Japan last week along with other senior NRC executives
associated with reactor programs, including the Deputy Executive Director for Reactors and
Preparedness, the ODs for NRR and NSIR, all four Regional Administrators, the Deputy OD of Research,
the Director of the Japan Lessons-Leamed Directorate, and our own Scott Flanders, currently leading the
NRC team assessing seismic and flooding hazards at U.S. reactors. This was the first time that the entire
contingent of agency senior managers responsible for reactor programs traveled together to a foreign
country. The primary focus of this trip was to witness first-hand the impacts of the March 11, 2011 Great
East Japan Earthquake upon the Fukushlma Dal-ichl and Daini reactors, interact directly with the
superintendents, operators and responders at the affected reactor sites, and observe ongoing recovery
and regulatory activities. Let me open with my bottom line: Without question, this experience ranks as the
most impactful I have had in my 32 years in the nuclear field.

Of special interest to NRO and vendor oversight, we began the week by receiving comprehensive
presentations and tours of the Yokohama Toshiba and IHI manufacturing facilities. We provided key
messages to senior executives of those companies regarding our ongoing AP1000 module fabrication
and component inspections, Including our interactions and issues regarding CB&I. We had the chance to
discuss the corrective actions IHI had undertaken in response to a previous NRO/DCIP vendor inspection
at the facility. During the tours, we witnessed Toshiba Isogo laser-CAD development and application to
the Fukushima Dai-ichi spent fuel pools' recovery, the Toshiba Liquid Sodium Test Facility, IHI safety-



related work including AP1000 containment vessels and steam generators, and Toshiba Kelhin work on
AP1000 reactor core barrels and steam-turbine electrical generators. IHI will soon be fabricating AP1000
modules for Vogtle and Summer under contract with CB&I.

On Tuesday, we visited the world's largest reactor site, the 7-unit Kashiwazaki Kariwa Nuclear Power
Plant in Western Japan, which, as you may remember, experienced the powerful Nligataken Chuetsu-Oki
Earthquake in 2007. There, we observed TEPCO's comprehensive efforts in the implementation of
numerous permanent and portable defense-in-depth measures, including the construction of massive sea
walls and embankments to protect against a tsunami; the installation of redundant containment filtering
systems (one underground); the acquisition of a massive fleet of fire trucks, emergency power vehicles
and heavy equipment; and the construction of a huge reservoir high above the plants that can provide
water via gravity.

On Wednesday, we met with Japanese regulatory and industry executives, including key officials at JNRA
HO (the recently-formed Japan Nuclear Regulation Authority and NRC counterpart) andsenlor officials of
JANSI (a recently formed INPO-like organization) and discussed their ongoing initiatives and
issues. That afternoon we received a highly informative, candid, and emotional presentation from the
TEPCO officials who directly led and implemented the heroic efforts at Fukushima Dal-Ichi amidst their
attempts to prevent core damage and mitigate the consequences of the ensuing multiple unit accidents
stemming from the 50-foot tsunami.

On Thursday, we visited the Fukushima Dalil NPP (a site with four nuclear reactors about 7 km south of
Fukushlma Dal-Ichi), which avoided core damage from the Tsunami's flooding waters, primarily as a
result of the heroic efforts of the operators and management. During the bus ride to Fukushima Daini, we
passed through the town of Tomloka, about 10 km south of Fukushlma Dalichi. This formerly vibrant
seaside village is uninhabitable as a result of radiological contamination (about I microslevert an hour)
from the core meltdowns at Fukushima Dai-ichi. The damage caused by the earthquake and tsunami is
clearly visible. Those who had lived in the town are currentlyallowed to enter to visit their homes, but
they can't stay overnight due to radiation dose restrictions. I found it highly disturbing to watch the
ongoing efforts to decontaminate the town, which authorities hope will be Inhabitable in a few years. I saw
a Japanese blue road sign for a crosswalk, illustrating a dad, his daughter and a bicycle, amidst this
village of empty parks, schools, stores and homes. This juxtaposition struck a deep personal chord in
me. I took a picture of the sign and have the photo hanging in my office to serve as a reminder of our
vital mission in protecting people and the environment.

Our activities culminated on Friday at Fukushima Dal-chi, the site which experienced massive destruction
from the tsunami, lost core cooling resulting in the sequential core damage to three of the six reactors
over three days, the ultimate the loss of containment and uncontrolled release of radioactivity. We
donned full anti-contamination clothing and respirators, and observed the 4,000 site workers diligently
addressing their daunting challenges in their own full anti-Cs, respirators, and helmets. Twisted buildings,
tanks and metal, crushed concrete and smashed vehicles littered the site. We watched as they
constructed and commenced filling a new enormous water tank every two days amidst their ever-growing
tank farm to capture radioactive liquid. We observed the spent fuel pool recovery and the movement of
the spent fuel from the Unit 4 spent fuel pool into a common site pool. We ventured inside the Unit 5
containment to experience where operators had tried to open valves to vent the suppression pool and
cool the core. I will never forget these images, nor the courage and conviction of the operators in
entering this confined, high-radiation area to manually operate components in the pitch black, stifling
heat and increasing radiation levels.

I



At the end of each day, we devoted time to reflect on what we had seen and heard. These discussions
were particularly valuable. The members of our delegation had many different perspectives of what
resonated most with them about what we saw and heard, but we all aligned on certain
themes. Specifically, that we have to assure that the nuclear industry and the NRC are prepared for the
unexpected. We also returned home with the clear sense that we must ensure that our licensees fully
implement, maintain, and realistically exercise the measures that will be put in place to implement the
post-Fukushima actions directed by the NRC, and that both we and the industry need to maintain an
appropriate depth and breadth in technical expertise within our respective organizations. Additionally, the
Insights I gained emphasized for me the Importance of time in a crisis and the importance of achieving a
proper balance between hardened, permanent safety components and portable equipment, when adding
defense-in-depth to nuclear power plants.

I feel very fortunate to work for an agency that provided me this unique experience as a regulator. The
energy source we oversee commands respect, as the consequences to communities, the loss of public
trust, and costs for cleanup are enormous - as enormous as our duty to the public. The images and key
messages from the managers and operators of the damaged reactors will remain with me forever. The
Images of the heroism, anguish and resilience of the people of Japan are indelible. In the coming weeks,
you will see more about this precedent-setting trip In videos and other agency communlcations that are
.being developed. I would like to conduct a lunchtime seminar after I have a chance to review the
thousands of pictures that were taken and prepare a presentation for those who are interested in a more
detailed description of what our team learned and observed. I have been chatting with several of you
since my return and even shared my photo with a future applicant, as they raised the topic of emergency
preparedness.

From: Jim Wiggins
Subject: FYI: some early info on the trip to Japan

As many of you are aware, I visited Japan last week with a cadre of senior NRC executives. The
delegation was led by Mike Johnson, the Deputy EDO for Reactor and Emergency Preparedness
Programs, and Included all the RAs, the Office Directors of NRR, NRO, and NSIR, as well as the Deputy
ODblfor RES and other agency managers Involved in post-Fukushima related activities. This was th efirst
tihmethe enptire corps of agency senior managers responsible-for the operating reactor program has
trviled together to a foreign country. It was a very Interesting and highly rewarding trip that provided us
all with some great insights into the current status of Japan's recovery from the earthquake and tsu -"aml
that occurred on March 11. 2011, especially as it pertains to the Fukushima Dailchl and Daini sites Snd
the country's revised regulatory structure.

The trip Included visits to nuclear industrial facilities In the Yokohama area; the 7-Unit Kashiwazaki
Karlwa site in Western Japan; the Tokyo offices of JANSI (Japanese Nuclear Safety Institute - a recently
formed INPO-like organization) and JNRA (the recently formed Japan Nuclear Regulation Authority); and
the two Fukushima sites. The delegation members had many different perspectives of what resonated
most with them about what we saw and heard, but we all aligned on the some central themes Including
need to ensure that (a) our licensees fully implement, maintain, and appropriately exercise the measures
that will be put In place associated with the post-Fukushima actions directed by the NRC; (b) the nuclear
industry and NRC are both prepared for the unexpected; and (c) both we and the industry need to
maintain an appropriately deep level of technical expertise within our respective organizations.

One of the delegation's visits was to Kashiwazaki Kariwa where TEPCO (Tokyo Electric Power Company)
has nearly completed implementing numerous defense In depth measures to fully secure the site
Including acquisition of a massive fleet of fire trucks, emergency power vehicles and heavy equipment,
the construction of massive sea walls and embankments to protect against a tsunami; installation of two



containment filtering systems (one underground); and the construction of a huge reservoir high above the
plants that can provide water via gravity drainage. The delegation also visited the large
uninhabited/uninhabitable areas around the two Fukushima sites. (Daini is about 7.5 miles south of the
Daiichi complex.) Good progress is being made In decontaminating many of the areas and our
understanding is that there is a village (Naraha) not too far from Daini which will be resettled sometime In
the spring.

Additionally, the delegation heard first-hand accounts of the events of March 1 1th and its aftermath. The
descriptions from several shift managers and operators who were at Fukushlma Dalni and Dalichi during
that time were compelling in terms of the daunting challenges and risk of personal injury/death in dealing
with the extreme plant conditions and in trying to prevent core damage to the associated reactors, how
these individuals responded, the almost continual setbacks encountered, and their not knowing for weeks
whether their families were safe. While there were many acts of heroism displayed by the TEPCO
employees, hearing the various stories reinforced In our minds that we must ensure we do all we
reasonably can to prevent situations from occurring where the only recourse to prevent core damage is
some sort of heroic action. Our collective view was that if a licensee found itself in that situation, it
represents a failure on part of both the Industry and regulator.

In the coming weeks, you will have the opportunity to more about this precedent setting trip In videos and
other agency communication tools that we are developing. I also plan to conduct a lunch time seminar in
the next week or so after I have a chance to review the thousands of pictures that were taken and
prepare a good slide show for you. This way, I can reach a broader audience and give those who are
Interested a more detailed description of what our team learned and observed.

Following Japan, Mike Johnson, Cindy Rosales-Cooper, and I continued on to Seoul and Daejeon, ROK,
for bilateral discussions with the Korean Nuclear Commission - NSSC- and it's regulating arms of KINS
and KINAC.

While it was a great trip, I'm happy to be back home and working with all of you again as we implement
our mission. Your efforts make a differencel

From: Bill Dean
Subject: Summary of my recent trip to Japan

As.many of you are aware, I visited Japan last week with a cadre of agency senior managers. The

delegation was led by Mike Johnson, the Deputy EDO for Reactor and Emergency Preparedness
Programs, and Included all the RAs, the Office Directors of NRR, NRO, and NSIR, as well as the Dbputy
OD for RES and other agency managers Involved in post-Fukushima related activities. It was a very
interesting and highly rewarding trip that provided us all with some great insights into the current status of

Japan's recovery from the horrible earthquake and tsunami that occurred on March 11, 2011, especially
as It pertains to the Fukushima Daiichl and Daini sites and the country's revised regulatory structure.

The trip included visits to nuclear industrial facilities in the Yokohama area; the 7-Unit Kashiwazaki
Kariwa site In Western Japan; the Tokyo offices of JANSI (a recently formed INPO-like organization) and

JNRA (the recently formed Japan Nuclear Regulation Authority); and the two Fukushima sites. The

delegation members had many different perspectives of what resonated most with them about what we
saw and heard, but we all aligned on some pretty central themes. Specifically, that we have to assure

that the nuclear industry and the NRC are prepared for the unexpected. We also returned home with the
clear sense that we must ensure that our licensees fully implement, maintain, and appropriately exercise
the measures that will be put in place associated with the post-Fukushima actions directed by the NRC,
and that both we and the industry need to maintain an appropriately deep level of technical expertise
within our respective organizations.



For me personally, there were a handful of experiences that I valued highly. One was our visit to
Kashiwazaki Kariwa, where TEPCO has nearly completed implementing numerous defense in depth
measures to fully secure the site, including the construction of massive sea walls and embankments to
protect against a tsunami; installation of two containment filtering systems (one underground); acquisition
of a massive fleet of fire trucks, emergency power vehicles and heavy equipment; and the construction of
a huge reservoir high above the plants that can provide water via gravity drainage. Secondly, our visit to
the areas around the two Fukushima sites (Daini Is about 7.5 miles south of the Dailchi complex) and the
somberness of seeing large areas still uninhabited/uninhabitable. There Is good progress being made in
decontaminating many of the areas and our understanding is that there is a village not too far from Daini
(Naraha is the village name) which will be resettled sometime In the spring. And thirdly, the powerfully
moving first-hand accounts of the events of March 11 and its aftermath from Individuals who were at each
of the sites during that time, including several shift managers and operators. The heroism and resiliency
displayed by these Individuals and the others whom they served with is just amazing and reinforced in all
of our minds that we cannot find ourselves in a situation again where such heroic measures are needed
to try and save a facility from a core meltdown event.

In the coming weeks, you will see more about this precedent setting trip (this was the first time the entire
corps of agency senior managers responsible for the operating reactor program have travelled together to
a foreign country) in videos and other agency communication tools that we are developing. However, I
also plan to conduct a lunch time seminar in the next week or so after I have a chance to review the
thousands of pictures that were taken and prepare a good Oslide show" for you. This way, I can give
those who-are Interested a more detailed description of what our team learned and observed. I have
already chatted with several of you in the office today who had great interest in what we saw and
experienced, so I hope in this way, I can reach a broader audience. I will keep you informed. It was a
great trip, but I am happy to be back home with all of you.

From: Victor McCree
Subject: My recent trip to Japan

As many of you are aware, I visited Japan last week with a cadre of agency senior managers. The
del6gation, led by Mike Johnson, the Deputy EDO for Reactor and Emergency Preparedness Programs,
ah-d included all the RAs, the Office Directors of NRR, NRO, and NSIR, as well as the Deputy OD for RES
asfldother agency managers involved In post-Fukushima related activities. It was a very Interesting and
highily rewarding tip that provided us all with some great Insights Into the current status of Japan's
recovery from the horrible earthquake and tsunami that occurred almost three years ago, on March 11,
2011, Including a major revision to the country's regulatory structure.

The trip included visits to nuclear Industrial facilities In the Yokohama area; the 7-Unit Kashiwazaki-
Kariwa site In north-western Japan; the Tokyo offices of JANSI (a recently formed INPO-like organization)
and JNRA (the recently formed Japan Nuclear Regulation Authority); and the two Fukushima sites. The
delegation members had many different perspectives of what resonated most with them about what we
saw and heard, but we all aligned on some pretty central themes. Specifically, that we have to assure
that the nuclear Industry and the NRC are prepared for the unexpected. We also returned home w'ih the
clear sense that we must ensure that our licensees fully implement, maintain, and appropriately exercise
the measures that will be put In place associated with the post-Fukushima actions directed by the NRC,
and that both we and the industry need to maintain an appropriately deep level of technical expertise
within our respective organizations.



There were many experiences that I valued highly: Firstly, our visit to Kashiwazaki-Kariwa (a site that I
visited twice before in the early 90's), where TEPCO has nearly completed implementing numerous
defense In depth measures to fully secure the site, including the construction of a massive (15 meter
high) sea wall and embankments to protect against a tsunami; Installation of two containment ventilation
filtering systems (one underground); acquisition of a massive fleet of fire trucks, emergency power
vehicles and heavy equipment; and the construction of a huge reservoir high above the plants that can
provide fresh water via gravity drainage; Secondly, our visit to the areas around the two Fukushima sites
(Daini Is about 7.5 miles south of the Dalichi complex), where we experienced somber in seeing
widespread areas that will remain uninhabitedluninhabitable for years. The full scope of decontamination
and site decommissioning is estimated to take 30 to 40 years, however, progress has been made in
decontaminating a number of public areas, including a village not too far from Daini (Naraha is the village
name) which will be resettled sometime in the spring; And thirdly, the powerfully moving first-hand
accounts of the events of March 11 and its aftermath from Individuals who were at each of the sites
during that time, including the Site Superintendent at Fukushlma Daiichl, and several shift managers and
operators from Dalichi and Daini. The courage and perseverance displayed by these Individuals, and
others with whom they served, was truly inspirational. When the delegation members reflected on our
visits, each of us acknowledged the need to assure U.S. plants have an appropriate balance of preventive
and mitigative capability to avoid the need for "heroic" measure to prevent a core meltdown event

In the coming weeks, you will hear and see more about this precedent setting trip (this was the first time
the entire corps of agency senior managers responsible for the operating reactor program have travelled
together to a foreign country) in videos and other agency communication tools. However, I also plan to
conduct several lunch time seminars in the coming weeks, after I have a chance to review the thousands
of pictures that were taken, and prepare a good uslide show" for you. This way, I can give those who are
Interested a more detailed description of what our team learned and observed. I have already chatted
with several of you in the office today who had great interest in what we saw and experienced, so I hope
in this way, I can reach a broader audience.

From: Cynthia Pederson
Subject: Summary of my trip to Japan last week

As many of you heard at today's 8:15 meeting, I visited Japan last week as part of a delegation of senior
agency executives led by Mike Johnson, Including the four Regional Administrators, Office Directors from

* the NRR, NSIR, and NRO, the Deputy Office Director of Research, the Director of the Japan Lessons-
Learned Directorate and the Director for the Division of Site Safety and Environmental Analysis in
NRO. This was the first time that the entire contingent of agency senior managers responsible for the
operating reactor program travelled together to a foreign country.

It was an exhausting week for us with visits to the seven-unit Kashiwazaki Kanwa site (on the west side of
the island and which had suffered a very large earthquake in 2007); the four-unit Fukushima Dal-ni site;
the six-unit Fukushima Da-iichl site; the recently created Japanese Nuclear Regulation Authority (our
counterpart agency); the newly created Japanese Nuclear Safety Institute (JANSI), which is modeled
after the U.S. industry's Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO); the Tokyo Electric Power
Company (TEPCO) headquarters office; and three manufacturing sites (Toshiba and IHI) where large
nuclear components are made, The trip was highly informative and very rewarding In terms of the
significant insights shared with us with respect to the impact of the March 2011 East Japan Earthquake
and associated tsunami on the Fukushima sites, the significant safety measures being put in place at the
reactor sites, the tremendous recovery efforts underway by the Japanese to clean up the land
contamination from the Fukushima accident, and the country's revised regulatory structure.



The delegation members had many different perspectives of what resonated most with them about what
we saw and heard, but we all aligned on some pretty central themes. Specifically, that we have to assure
that the nuclear industry and the NRC are prepared for the unexpected. We also returned home with
the clear sense that we must ansure that our Ucensess ful Wlmme maintnaln, and a
eeI the measues that will be put In place associated with the post-Fukushima actions direted by
the NRC, and that both we and the Industry need to maintain an appapratefy deep level of technical
expe tis within our respective organizations.

Many things will remain with me but a few to share Include the Impact of driving through the evacuated
areas such as Tomloka and Naraha where the homes and businesses oft empty, some of which will never
be re-occupled. You could still see the product on the shelves and cars In the driveways. They were
man-made ghost towns. The Dal-Ichi accident was a huge breech of public confidence. These people
trusted the licensee and regulator to keep them safe but did not expect to have to leave their family
homes and businesses to do so.

And visiting the Dal-ichi site. Donning a respirator and anti-contamination clothing just to take a tour of
the site And to think 4000 people do so everyday just to go to work. It was very impectful to look out
over Units 1-4, nearly three yme after the accident, and envision all the work that Is yet to be
done. Temporary structures built over Units I and 4, and Unit 3's spent fuel pool being open to the air
while they remove debris, are hard to take In. And to see the many 100s of temporary storage tanks for
contaminated water, which is a huge distraction to focusing on three damaged cores.

But the most moving were the personal accounts of those involved at Dal-ni and Dalichi. To hear the
anguish in thei voices as they re-live the events with each teling. Some of these people worked for days
without knowing If their families had survived the earthquake and tsunami. The heroism and
deteration displayed by these Individuals and many others reinforced for us that we cannot find
ourselves In a situation where such heroic measures are needed to try and save a facility from a core
meltdown and release.

We were very fortunate to have had this opportunity to see first-hand the power and destrucv forces of
what we regulate. We leam about these concepts and even practice them during exercises, but to se
the real effects is very soberng. As I mentioned this moming, I plan to do a longer session after I have
access to some of the good photos from the trip. (I Included just a couple of my shots from the bus
window below- tsunaml destructon followed by the calm). I hope you will join me then for further
discussion and reflection. Additionally, we were accompanied by staff who did a great job In facitating all
of our activities and they will be putting together a Knowledge Management video of the trip to share with
the agency.



From: Steven West
Subject: Thoughts about Japan with photographs

"Before Fukushimn, we assumed that if our plants met all of the requirements, they were salf. We

learned that this was a big mistake.'
-A senior representative of the Japanese Nuclear Safety Institute

"Fukushima was very complcated, with so many back stories.

-A senior representative of TEPCO

'We thought our training had prepered us lbr anything that could happen.
-One of the Fukushima 50

'We should not expect our operators to be heroic.'
-A senior manager at Fukushima Dal-ichi

Thes are but a few of the fank and powerful statements I heard In Japan last week from a virtual who's
who of Fukushima. I was fortunate to have had th opportunity to represent the Office of Nuclea
Reguletoy Research on a trip to Japan with a temm of NRC senior executives led by Mike Johnron. The
team also Included the directors of NRR, NSIR, and NRO; the four regional administratos; the director of
the Japan Lenons.r..eemed Directorate; and the director of NRO's Division of Site Safety aMn
Environmental Analysis. Notably, this was the first time all of the senior executives responsible for our
reactor programs had visited a foreign country together. I Ikened our trip to a safety mission of sorts. In
plain language, we learned a lot and we shared a lot about safety.

Wo Johnson and hb eenlr mrn ageet team with C"d R aeCooper (0600). 1k foý
(Oft) Otwltophe Hulok (Stags; and Taeyuld Inagk (fakuehbua 50) and TOWmWum Anelawa,

both of TEPCO. Roe Nmnah WOPA) a-so supporlid the tem end took this
photograph. TEPCO hteedqumtes, Tokyo, Japan, February 19, 2014.

My overall experience was both personally and professionally rewarding for many reasons. Among other
Ng I heard firsthand some of the back stories about Fukushima Dal-ni and Fukushima Dal-chi. I

gained new nsights into the Japanese nuclear regulaor's and the nuclear industts lessons lewned from
the Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami of March 11, 2011, the events it Initiated, and Its



aftermath, as well as their perspectives on reactor safety and how they have changed In response to
those events. I left Japan with a sense that everyone we met from both the regulato and the Industry
appiecited the opportunity to share their stories and their experiences with us and to answer our
questions. I also feel that they valued our perspectives and insights on such subjects as reactor sfoety
and regulation, sfty culture, and event response.

After the RIC, I'll arrange a brown bag lunch (or some other suitable forum) to talk more about what the
NRC team experienced and observed and to answer your questions. In the meantime, I'd like to share
the following highlights and pictures from the trip.

First, from Tokyo we traveled to Yokohama and visited several industrial facilities of Toshiba and IHI. We
then traveled to western Japan and toured the seven-unit Kashilwazakl-Kartwa nuclear power station
(NPS). Beak In Tokyo, we met separately with the Japan Nuclear Regulation Authority, Tokyo Electric
Power Company (TEPCO), and the INPO-Ilke Japanese Nucleer Safety Institute. Then, we vit are
of Fukushima Prefecture that had been shattered by the earthquake, the tsunami, and the radioactive
conMAminaI , Including areas that had been rendered uninhabitable and abandoned. Finally, and the
highlight of the trip for me, we visited and toured the four-unit Fukushima Dai-ni NPS and the six-unit
Fukushime Da-chli NPS.

Teem'bit prior to valn the Pukutaln Dl-ni NP- . TUPCO vlt*m center, Toniaka,
Fukushima Prefecture, February 19, 2014.

As you might expect from such a diverse group of NRC managers, we had many different views about
what we had aen and heard. Nevertheless, we easly Wag on several central themes. They Included
the Importance of ensurng (1) that our flioese Impleament, maintain, and exercise ad of the NRC-
dired post-Fushima eactons; (2) that both the NRC and the nuicle inutry am prepared fo th
unexpected; and (3) that both the NRC and the nuclear industry maintain appropriate technical
expertise. I'll provide context about these overarching themes when we meet

Especially sobering was driving through the towns and areas of Fukushima Prefecture that were rendered
uninhabitable 3 years ago as a result of radioactive releases from Fukushlma Dal-ichl. The extent of the
devastation caused by the earthquake, the tsunami, and the contamination was clearly visible. We saw
evidence of landslides, uprooted trees, downed transmission towers and other structural damage. In an



effort to decontaminate the countryside, workers had cleared soil and vegetation from fields and rice
peddles and left It piled under large tarps in fields along the side of the road and in the distance. The
polkie manned checkpoft and enforced access restrictions, and many workers wore protective clothing
to guard against penonal contamination. In these uninhabited areas, homes, businesses, churches, and
schools set empty and the playgrounds were quiet. Many will never be reoccupled or used again by the
displaced population. We saw abandoned goods and products on store shelves, cars and trucks
abandoned in crumbling driveways and parking lots, and over-grown and unkempt yards, gardens, and
parks.

A damaged mnd abarned home seen whiU ddvlng up the coast In Fukushlka
Profecture. February 19, 2014

Damaged restaurant and businesses In the abandoned town of Tomloka, Fukushlma
Prefecture. February 19, 2014.



Eartlquke damage and the eftfes of abandonment In the town of Tomloka, FukulMhma
Prefectwe. February 19t 2014.

Before touring Tomioka, one of the unnhbtl towns In Fukushlma Prefecture, we first stopped at the
TEPCO visitors' center. We became the first and only visitors to the center since TEPCO had abandoned
it after the Fukurhima Daichli ackcider That Moo Is a stv unto, Itself.

TEPCO visitors' ce~ter In the abandoned and uninhabita town of Tomdolk, Fukuehlma
Pefetr. This Is the Cloeg SeaM of TEPCO'

pre-Fukuima vid about nuclear energy, the Fukuoehm NPS*, and Fukushima
Prefecture. February 19, 2014.

The teem was taken by the personal stories of several of the individuals who experienced the earthquake
and tsunami at Fukushima Dal-ni and Daichi and who stayed on site and participated In the response to
the ensuing events. Their tales about the unexpected and ever-changin plant conditions, extreme
working conditions Including total darkness and elevated radiation levels, fears of Injury and death,
frequent setbacks, external interference, and In many cases, not knowing for up to 2 weeks the fate of



family members, were both moving and Insplring. One responder at Fukushima Dal-ichi reported
afterwards that he 'asked for volunteers to manually open the vent valves. Young operators raised their

hands a well. I was overwhelmed. Another responder said, *Unit 3 could explode anytime soon, but it

was my turn to go to the main control room. I called my dad and asked him to take good care of my wife

and kids should I die.* There were many other such testimonials.

I could tell you about many other stories and obeervations from my trip--vlsting J-Vlllage, the "tsunaml

wae 9til1 visible In 0in globes In the overhead of a sWilchger room at Fukushima Deltni, and te
seemMg fotullous competon of a seismically Iat emerge response centr at FUkusM Da0-
Ichl mere monft before the tsunamI and the events it caused-but I'll stop here for now. I look folrwwd

to sharilng more with you soon.

The enftr.nce to J-Vlllago. February 19, 2014.
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